ISA-TAB-Nano Curated Examples

ISA-TAB-Nano Curated Examples (ISA-TAB-Nano Version 1.3)


ISA-TAB-Nano Curated Examples (ISA-TAB-Nano Version 1.2)

The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.2 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


2018 06 26 CESPU_UP_NEU-ANascimentoAB2017v1.2.zip


2018 08 10 CGU_CGMH_CGUST_MCUT-YJLuNanomat2018v1.2.zip


2019 04 04 UCSB_HU-DVogusJCR2017v1.2.zip


2019 04 04 UMMSM_UG_FIU-RPathakBMat2018v1.2.zip


2019 07 16 UDE_CeNIDE-ChesseMCT2019v1.2.zip


2020 01 15 NEU-NParayathCL2019v1.2.zip


2020 01 15 USC_UV-JCrecente-CampoJCR2019v1.2.zip


2020 01 15 NEU-LMendesDD2019v1.2.zip


2020 05 12 QUB_UBC_UCC_RCS_DCU-GColeAB2019v1.2.zip


2020 05 12 ISMMS_NB_MGMSUTHSCH_MMUM_DU_RU-ARRastinehadPNAS2019v1.2.zip

ISA-TAB-Nano Curated Examples (ISA-TAB-Nano Version 1.1)

The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.1 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


2013-07-12 UTHSCH_UMG_MDACC_RU_UTA_PDecuzziJCR2010v1.1.zip


2014-09-24 KNUT_KSU_CUK-ZKhatunJCR2013.zip


The following ISA-TAB-Nano curated examples are using Version 1.0 of the ISA-TAB-Nano specification.


ISA-TAB-Nano Curated Examples (ISA-TAB-Nano Version 1.0)

2013-08-06 STANFORD_UC-DK-CZavaletaSmall2011.zi